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Pre-History, Mythological period, Pontos, the FLOOD

I

Dispersion of the Caucasian Aryans
& their Dominion over the Earth

n the beginning, there was Pontos. Lake Pontos that is until an “Episode” changed its morphology. Lake Pontos became the tempestuous Black Sea after the Episode, which turned out
to be the defining moment in the history of our earthly world! The Episode was the Cataclysm /the Biblical FLOOD that resulted from the “Climate Change”
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00 PONTOS: THE BEGINNING OF THE CAUCASIAN DIASPORA
The Flood Where & When?/Taiganides......................................20
Prometheus Bound, A Drama Like no Other/Taiganides..........24
Prometheus Bound (Προμηθέας Δεσμώτης in Greek) by Aeschylus is a Classical Greek play that was the first tragedy to be
staged in Greece in modern times (1927) at the Delphi outdoor Apollo Theater. It was organized by the American philhellene
Ms. Eva Palmer. Prometheus so loved humans that he steals fire, hope, science and the arts from the gods and gives them to
mankind, even though he knows that he would be sacrificed for his philanthropic deed. Prometheus prophesizes that with
the gifts he bestowed on humans, they will overcome autarchic Olympian control. The play reflects the transformation of
Athenian government from dictatorship to democracy during Aeschylus’s….
The Flood, Epiphany & my Metamorphosis/Jusdanis...............25
What crystallized this change for me was an encounter with antiquity. In my freshman year, I had registered for a class
in world religion and one of the readings was the Epic of Gilgamesh, the first recorded epic poem. I was entranced by the
strange world of Sumerian Mesopotamia, the tale of Gilgamesh and Enkidu. But coming to the section on the Flood I fell
into an existential …..
Amazons, Real Women of Grandeur/Papaleonardos................27
Following their stunning victory in the 480 BCE Battle of Salamis, the unified Greeks rebuilt the Parthenon destroyed by
the Persian King Xerxes. To commemorate that victory, Pericles and Phidias designed a series of metopes (friezes) to crown
the sacred site and remind Athenians of victories over their 4 mythological enemies: the Trojans, Giants, Centaurs, and the
legendary Amazons who infiltrated deeply into Athenian territory and established a camp near the Areopagus - “Ares
Rock” - which they dedicated to their war god……
Hamilton, Taught Herself Greek at Age 7/Taiganides...............29
Edith Hamilton found in the classical Greeks the wisdom that causes and sustains greatness. Her book contains essays on
great minds of the Golden Age of Greece when the Greeks broke away from the theocratic philosophies of Egypt and India,
where religious priests formulated government responses to crises, to instead throw light on an anthropocentric universe
where ….
Religion in Greece was One and Many/Johnston.......................30
When one starts to look into ancient Greek religion, the first surprise may be that there was no such a tthing. Or rather,
that there were many such things. Not in the sense that there are many religions in America today (various Christian denominations, Judaism, Islam, etcetera) but rather that, although almost all the Greeks worshiped the same group of gods,
they worshiped ….
Heroes, the Ancient World Was Full of Them/Graf...................32
Pelops, the founder of the Olympian Games, was such a hero whose grave was worshiped in the sanctuary of Zeus in
Olympia, and whose cult was markedly different from that of Zeus: at the Olympic Games, the Greeks first slaughtered a
black ram to Pelops, then white bulls to Zeus. The distinction is important: “Whoever eats of the meat for Pelops cannot
come close to Zeus”, according to Pausanias. You could combine lamb and beef, at least ….

To purchase the book click here
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